Spaces

A1: table seats
A2: WEPA printer (black and white)
A3: WEPA printer (color)

B1: table seats

C1: table seats
C2: table, height adjustable
C3: table seats, with computer (PC)
C6: armchair, with side table
C7: WEPA printer (black and white)

D1: armchair, with side table
D2: Bloomberg terminal

E1: armchair
E2: cabana table seat
E3: desk seats, with computer (PC)
E4: desk seats, with computer (Macintosh)
E5: laptop bar seats
E6: WEPA printer (black and white)

F1: circulation queue spot
Richard J. Daley Library  
801 S. Morgan, Chicago

**Level 2**

- Elevator
- Stairs
- Escalator
- Restroom

**Spaces**

A1: table seats
B1: table seats
B2: desk seats, with computer (PC)
B3: table seats, with microform reader
C1: table seats
D1: table seats
E1: table seats
F1: table seats
F2: desk seats, with computer (PC)
F3: desk seats, with computer (Macintosh)

2020-08-21a
Richard J. Daley Library
801 S. Morgan, Chicago

Level 3

Spaces

A1: carrels, with computer (PC)
A2: carrels, with computer (Macintosh)
B1: carrels, high divider
B2: carrels, low divider
B3: table (round) seats
B4: carrels, with computer (Macintosh)
B5: carrels, with computer (PC)
Richard J. Daley Library
801 S. Morgan, Chicago

Level 4

- Elevator
- Stairs
- Restroom

Spaces

A1: armchairs, with tablet stand
B1: carrels, high divider
B2: carrels, low divider
C1: carrels, high divider
C2: carrels, low divider
D1: carrels, with computer (PC)
E1: carrels, with computer (PC)
E2: carrels, with computer (Macintosh)